Spring 2022 Student & Community Challenges

Discovery Education offers a wide variety of exciting challenges and sweepstakes that give schools a go-to framework for continuous student inspiration and engagement. Get students involved in making their lives and communities better with one good idea in a Discovery Education student challenge. From community improvement to STEM innovation, there are many exciting ways for students to turn simple problem-solving into real-world success.

Now Open for Entries

**Innovation Generation Trade Champions Challenge**
Grades 9-12, Open until April 15, 2022
The Trade Champions Challenge asks high school students (grades 9-12) to create a 30-60 second video submission, directed at their peers, about why they aspire to be a trade professional and/or why they are passionate about the trade career in which they are currently engaged. Explore more in the Innovation Generation Channel.

**3M Young Scientist Challenge**
Grades 5-8, Open until April 26, 2022
The 3M Young Scientist Challenge is the nation’s premier science competition for grades 5-8, offering students an opportunity to apply their interest in science to creating an innovation that helps improve the lives of others. It only takes a 1-2 minute video submission to for the chance to win a $25,000 prize and a mentorship with a 3M scientist! Explore more in the Young Scientist Lab Channel.

**Innovation Ignition Student Challenge**
Grades K-12, Open all year
How can we improve transportation, infrastructure, and way of life in our communities? Innovation! Get students’ creativity moving by having them participate in the Innovation Ignition Mobility Challenge—select submissions will be featured in our Inspiration Gallery. Tag your post* with #InnovationIgnition or share via email: KeysToConnect@DiscoveryEd.com. Explore more in the Keys to Connect Channel.

Opening Soon
Opening January 31 – Stronger Than Hate Challenge, Ages 13-18
Opening March 14 – Cha-Ching Money Smart Kids Contest, Grades K-5
Coming Soon – Siemens STEM Day Possibility Grant Sweepstakes, Open to all educators